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Maximum productivity is crucial for

business today, and the DP400™

breaks new ground for the small

business mailer.  It uses the very

latest technologies to achieve fast

and accurate mail processing from

a space-saving footprint.  With the

DP400™’s advanced features, you

are sure to save time and money.

Plus, you will have the capabilities

of a fully functional mail center.

®

Mailstream Management and Solutions...

SECAP
®

DP400™



Available from your authorized and certified Secap dealer.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

Secap and the Secap design are trademarks of
Secap. All other trademarks are property of the
respective owner.
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TECHNICAL

SPECIFICATIONS

DP400™ DIGITAL MAILING SYSTEM

Cutting edge IntelliLink® technology is the gateway to

new levels of productivity and makes the DP400™ easi-

er to use, more efficient and convenient.  Plus, a suite

of services that include postal rate upgrades, software

upgrades, postal inscriptions and graphics are available

through the IntelliLink® control center.  Your system

stays current and operates at maximum efficiency.

1. Fast, Efficient and Versatile

Processes up to 95 letters per minute and feeds

envelopes automatically up to 5/16” thick.  Seals

envelopes tightly and secures your documents.  Also

has a seal-only mode which is perfect for payroll

checks, etc.  The time and date stamp tracks your

incoming mail.

2. Convenient and Productive Postage Features

Internal rating selects the most effective and economi-

cal postage rate. IntelliLink® technology allows postage

rate changes to occur automatically.  The internal clock

advances the date automatically and operators can

advance the date to process tomorrrow’s mail. Postage

can be replenished online, 24/7, to save valuable time.

Track postal expenses for up to 50 accounts with an

option to track up to 300 accounts. Tape adds speed by

auto feeding up to 50 strips.                                                             

DETAILS

3. Integrated Weighing Option

Process oversized envelopes and small parcels.

Enhance productivity and help reduce postage costs

by applying accurate postage.

4. User Friendly Control Center

You’ll learn to use the DP400™ quickly.  It takes you

through every processing step, showing the expanded

7-line graphics display.  Dedicated functions, labeled

keys and a QWERTY keyboard for faster processing.

5. Digital Technology

The digital meter indicia satisfies all current postal

regulations and the technology is flexible, making the

DP400™ adaptable for the future.

6. Easy Access to Machine

Drop down deck provides easy access to clear stalls.

7. Advertise With Crisp Images

Transform your mail pieces into eye catching communi-

cations.  Advertise your business on your mail to build

your professional image.  The DP400™ comes with 10

standard ads/endorsements and 10 standard postal

inscriptions.  Download additional ads and inscriptions

via modem right into the control center.
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Speed:

Up to 95 letters per minute                                                

Materials:

Envelope Size:
Minimum 3” x 4.13”

Maximum 11.6” x 13.39”

Thickness:
Minimum:  .007”, Maximum:  .31”

Flap Depth:
Minimum:  1”, Maximum:  3”                         

Tape:

Autostrip up to 50 tapes

Job Presets:

10

Optional Weighing:

Integrated Weighing Platforms
2 lb., 5 lb., 10 lb.

Interfaced Platform Scales
15 lb., 30 lb., or 70 lb.

Connectivity Requirements:

Connects to a standard analog phone

line.  Set up kit includes phone splitter

and 25’ phone cord.                                                                          

Physical Characteristics:

Dimensions (base with drop stacker):
33”D x 17.5”W x 12.3”H

(dimensions exclude stacking tray)   

Weight:
30 lbs.

(includes feeder and weighing platform) 

Power:
100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, .65-3A                                                                        

Certification/Compliance:

UL Approved, FCC Compliant,

ENERGY STAR® Compliant,

Digital IBIP Postal Compliant
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